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Transmission Electron Microscope
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Transmission Electron Microscope
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Bright field microscope
❖Simplest of all the optical

microscopy illumination techniques

❖Sample illumination is transmitted

white light

❖Contrast in the sample is caused by

attenuation of the transmitted light

in dense areas of the sample



Dark field microscope

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark-field_microscopy
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Dark field microscope
❖Dark-field is an illumination technique used to enhance the

contrast in unstained samples.

❖It works by illuminating the sample with light that will not be

collected by the objective lens and thus will not form part of the

image.

❖This produces the classic appearance of a dark, almost black,

background with bright objects on it.



Uses

❖Suitable for viewing live and unstained biological samples,

such as a smear from a tissue culture or individual, water-

borne, single-celled organisms.

❖The main limitation of dark-field microscopy is the low

light levels seen in the final image.

❖Strongly illumination causes damage to the sample





Fluorescence microscope
➢Optical microscope that uses fluorescence and
phosphorescence instead of, or in addition to, reflection and
absorption to study properties of organic or inorganic
substances

➢epifluorescence microscope

➢confocal microscope
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Principle
➢Illuminated with light of a specific wavelength (or
wavelengths) which is absorbed by the fluorophores,
causing them to emit light of longer wavelengths

➢Typical components of a fluorescence microscope are a
light source (xenon arc lamp or mercury-vapor lamp are
common; more advanced forms are high-power LEDs and
lasers), the excitation filter, the dichroic mirror (or dichroic
beamsplitter), and the emission filter

➢Multi-color images of several types of fluorophores must
be composed by combining several single-color images



Sample preparation
➢Sample to be suitable for fluorescence microscopy it must
be fluorescent

➢Labelling with fluorescent stains or, in the case of
biological samples, expression of a fluorescent protein.

➢Allows the specific and sensitive staining of a specimen in
order to detect the distribution of proteins or other
molecules of interest.



Fluorescein diacetate – protoplast staining

GFP, RFP, CFP, YFP



Limitations
➢Fluorophores lose their ability to fluoresce as they
are illuminated in a process called photobleaching.

➢Fluorescent molecules have a tendency to
generate reactive chemical species when under
illumination which enhances the phototoxic effect.

➢Fluorescence microscopy only allows observation
of the specific structures which have been labeled
for fluorescence.



Super-resolved fluorescence 
microscopy
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Phase-contrast microscopy

➢Converts phase shifts in light passing
through a transparent specimen to
brightness changes in the image

➢Visible when shown as brightness
variations.

➢Frits Zernike was awarded the Nobel
prize (physics) in 1953
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Principle
➢Separate the illuminating (background) light from the specimen-
scattered light.

➢Image contrast is increased in two ways: by generating constructive
interference between scattered and background light rays

➢The background light is phase-shifted by −90° by passing it through a
phase-shift ring, which eliminates the phase difference between the
background and the scattered light rays.

➢Reducing the amount of background light that reaches the image plane

➢Constructively interfere, resulting in an increase in the brightness of
these areas

➢The background is dimmed ~70-90% by a gray filter ring



Phase Contrast Images



Applications
➢Live cell imaging

➢To study cell division

➢Differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy

Micrasterias furcata – fresh water algae

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Micrasterias_furcata


Spectroscopy
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Colour chart
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Principle



Absorption



UV Visible Spectroscopy


